
   

 

  

17th February 2014 – Our Executive Chairman Tan Sri 

Dato’ Alex Chen shared the importance of succession 

planning with all the Head of Departments (HODs) at 

Prescott Metro-Inn Kajang. 

When we talk about Succession Planning? What do you 

have in mind? Clueless?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here’s an excerpt of our Chairman’s speech. 

 ‘Do you know that there are about 40 of us here and all 

are from different age group?  Some are senior citizens 

like myself, some are from the middle age groups and 

some very young ones like you, and there is a balance 

mix of male and female gender.  

What does this signify? This shows that there’s 

continuity in our management team and it also 

symbolize the Company’s succession planning 

blueprint. MKH is a Company that has good 

fundamentals and strong potential to grow, besides we 

also have strong entrepreneurship and clear directions.  

Having said that, we still need to learn from big successful 

corporations like Genting, Public Bank, KLK, IOI and 

Shangri-La Group; and to emulate their success.  Hopefully 

one day we will grow even bigger, stronger and become a 

shining star amongst the big corporations and also 

become a corporate role model. In order to achieve our 

objectives, there are some attributes we need to have.   

 

We must be committed, hardworking and willing to strive, 

be knowledgeable and continue to improve; be a 

responsible person, be caring and loyal to the company. 

Make the success of MKH as your goal (which means when 

MKH succeeds, so do you).  I urge all of you to make MKH 

as your life long investment (that means by working in 

MKH you are investing yourself or time in MKH) and in 

return MKH will take you as our valuable asset.  (It is a 

Win-Win!) Last but not least, I believe that we can also be 

more collaborative, learn from each other and be honest.  

Share your knowledge, experience, your thoughts and 

information with your staff unselfishly, train and develop 

them. Enhance their skill and confidence and at the same 

time try to motivate them. Although there are a lot of 

challenges ahead of us, as long as you have the 

perseverance, courage, and continue to improve yourself 

(life is a journey of constant learning), I am sure  you will 

become a competent person.  When the Company could 

receive all the above contributions from competent 

persons like you, MKH would definitely be able to continue 

to expand further and have a very bright future. I am sure 

all of you are fully aware how the Company is looking after 

the staff. In MKH, you will definitely reap more than what 

you sow.  We reward those who contribute; this is our 

culture all this while. ‘ 

After the speech, Directors, HODs as well as newly 

recruit Managers also shared their thoughts on the 

importance of succession planning, their experiences as 

well as the conducive working environment within the 

MKH’s family. 
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“MKH Treasures You” Campaign 
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“MKH Treasures You” coming to you soon! 

The much-awaited nationwide property carnival running from 19 April- 31 August 2014 will bring you amazing and 

irresistible prizes.  It is all about how we value our customers. 

RM10 million worth of treasures await our customers! From iPad mini, gold coin, Honda CRV, Toyota Vios to a grand 

prize of signature development, MKH Boulevard serviced apartment worth RM350,000.00! 

So, don’t forget to mark your calendar! Staff attendance is strongly encouraged: 

 Sunday, 20 April 2014 at 12pm | Kajang 2 Sales Gallery 

 



   

Christmas Party & Secret Santa  

 

 

 

24th December 2013 – It’s Christmas Eve and Secret Santa! Everybody knows that Christmas is all about giving and 

sharing.  Growing up, some of us had a pretty defined gift opening tradition in our family.  On Christmas morning, we 

would wake up, sort our gifts, and then each takes turn to open one gift at a time while the others watched. And, this 

happy tradition was practiced among “MKH family” where officemates on the 5th floor threw a Christmas party and played 

Secret Santa.  

  

Adding to the festive mood, everyone donned Santa hats. They just couldn’t wait to pick and unwrap their gift.  All were 

happy with their Santa Secret gift.  This gift-exchange tradition is certainly fun and we hope to see more of this event 

among other co-workers in the coming Christmas. 

  

Thanks to Clement and his teammates for organising this Secret Santa with so much fun!  
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Gifts galore. 

Say cheese! Pei Fen & Sharon couldn’t wait to open the gift. 

Everyone donning Santa hats! It’s time to unwrap the gifts! 

Everyone receiving their santa secret gifts. 
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Colourful Feathers and Masks Filling the Night 

25th January 2014 – “Carnival Night” was the chosen theme for the night with feathers, sequins costumed, with bright 

colour masks and wig in the air. In appreciation of its employees’ hard work and effort throughout 2013, MKH organised 

its yearly annual dinner for more than 400 employees and business partners at Bukit Mewah’s club ballroom. The carnival-

like atmosphere filled the air as some employees came dressed according to the theme.  

The fun-filled evening started with pre-event activities for everyone, like face painting, and caricaturist. In addition, carnival 

dancers and magician were mingling and entertaining the crowd to create a lively atmosphere before the dinner. 

Our Chairman Tan Sri Alex Dato’ Chen delivered a speech just before the dinner. In his opening speech, he thanked all staff 

for their dedication and hard work in the past year and assured everyone that 2014 would be another successful year for 

MKH if everyone remained working as hard as before. Furthermore, he also stressed on the importance of building a strong 

brand image with reference to some global companies like Samsung, Microsoft and few others. “I wish for our MKH’s share 

price to go up steadily”, ended Tan Sri Alex. 

Managing Director Tan Sri Datuk Eddy Chen also expressed his deep appreciation and gratitude for the unwavering support 

and valuable contribution from all MKH staff and business partners throughout the years in his speech.   

Guest were entertained with live performances by Janet & Live Band as well as Stomp the Rhythm. The glamorous night 

continued on with a series of games and lucky draws whereby lucky winners walked off with awesome prizes ranging from 

Samsung Tab, LED TV to travel vouchers. The top 3 best- dressed men and ladies, walked away with cash prizes. The lucky 

draw sessions really boosted everyone’s spirit and late out into the night.  

It was a night to remember as everyone headed home with a big smile on their faces. 

  

Our Indonesian ambassadors joining the dinner. The Directors. 

Board of Directors and management staff. James Bond Girls! 



   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Best Dressed Winners! Emcee dancing on stage. 

  

Beauties from the Accounts Dept. Masks, feathers and yellow wig filling the air. 

15 February 2014 – Chap Goh Mei is also known as the Chinese Valentine’s Day 

celebrated on every 15th day of the first month in the lunar calendar, also 

marking the end of Chinese New Year. This year was a double celebration for 

lovebirds as Chap Goh Mei coincided with Valentine’s Day which fell on 14 

February 2014. 

 

In conjunction with Chap Goh Mei, the 550 acres township of Hillpark Shah 

Alam was launched from 15- 16 February. There was a line-up of exciting 

activities including portrait sketching and lion dance performance for the 

crowd. While parents were busy enquiring about properties, kids were 

enjoying the yummy cotton candy. 

 

The launch was a success with 300 crowd attending the event, in which 139 

out of 232 units of Cherry were sold.  

 

There has been a good mix of buyers in terms of ethnicity and buying purpose 

mainly due to market foreseeing the convenience of living in Hillpark Shah 

Alam due to its location. Interestingly, Hillpark Shah Alam is one of the most 

accessible developments, with easy access to seven major highways, just 20-

30 minutes away from Shah Alam, Petaling Jaya and Kuala Lumpur. A stone’s 

throw away is also University Teknologi Mara (UiTM) and McDonalds. And, 

what makes this township differ from other nature-inspired development in 

Malaysia is the sheer size of its Forest Park and Central Lake Park, providing 50-

acres of greenery for all to enjoy. 

 

Seal the deal with MKH. 
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Chap Goh Meh, Hill Park Shah Alam 

Lion Dance during the launching. 



   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Property Roadshows in Greater Kuala Lumpur 
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20 February 2014 – The 34th Annual General Meeting (AGM) held recently was a success with 110 people comprising 

shareholders, proxies and Board of Directors attended the meeting at Prescott Hotel, Kajang. To provide a better overview 

of the company, a corporate video showing our core businesses and 2013 financial performance was aired to all 

shareholders. All the resolutions tabled at the 34th AGM have been approved by the shareholders.  

In tandem with its stellar financial performance last year, MKH had doubled up its dividend pay-out from 5 sen to 10 sen 

per share to all shareholders in December 2013. The company has been consistently paying dividends to all shareholders 

every year. On 11 March 2014, MKH has proposed to undertake a 1-for-5 bonus issue scheduled for completion by May. 

The proposed bonus issue is likely to enhance MKH shares’ marketability and trading liquidity. We believe the proposed 

exercise will help further improve investors’ confidence on the company as it has been consistently rewarding its 

shareholders via bonus issues and dividends etc. To recap, MKH has been rewarding its shareholders over the past few 

years with 1-for-10 bonus issues. 

An AGM is held every year and it provides an opportunity for the shareholders and partners to receive copies of the 

company's accounts as well as reviewing fiscal information for the past year and asking any questions regarding the 

directions the business will take in the future. 

 

The Board of Directors. Shareholders at the AGM. 

Positive Response from Shareholders at 34th AGM  

January to March 2014 – Our Sales & Marketing team initiated a 

series of property roadshows at Tropicana City Mall, Kepong, 

Subang, Klang and Shah Alam.  

The aim of the roadshow is to promote MKH’s latest and future 

projects including Kajang East, Kajang 2, Hill Park, MKH 

Boulevard, Pelangi Heights and Hillpark Shah Alam to property 

buyers.  

According to the Marketing team, they have received good 

response from the roadshow.  

 

Our exhibition booth. 



   

Career Fair   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

March 2014 – MKH participated in Career Fair 2014 at USM Penang and University Malaya on 19-20 March and 26-27 

March respectively. While, this was a great opportunity for students to meet many potential employers at a single location, 

it was a chance for companies to meet and screen a large volume of potential job candidates. During the roadshows, 

students from these universities had a chance to apply for their internship or their dream job.  

The objective of the roadshow was to promote career opportunities in MKH and to gather feedback from the fresh 

graduates apart from enhancing our brand name at the Universities. Our ultimate aim was to attract the young talents and 

groomed them as potential leaders for the sustainability of the company. One of the benefits of the career fair was the 2-

way interaction with the fresh graduates, which enabled us to learn more about their aspirations and expectations. This is 

in line with our aim to be a dominant player in the industry. 

There were about 60 companies across multiple industries participating in each of the career fair, which included some top 

multinational companies. Job-seekers with similar qualifications or skill sets have a much larger pool of companies to 

choose from, and were therefore able to select their preferred companies to attend interviews. 

The well-organised career fair which started from 9am- 5pm attracted approximately 1800 visitors.  It was a successful 

event as MKH managed to secure 367 registered students during the roadshows.  This is the 4th time MKH participated in 

such a fair since 2012.    
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MKH booth at UM Selangor. Emily sharing company’s info with 

graduates from UM. 

MKH booth at USM Penang. Mr. Jimmy briefing interested graduates 

at USM. 



   

Pray for MH370  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sharing Affordable Scheme with Tanzanians 

28th January 2014 – Through REHDA, a group of representatives from Tanzanian’s 

government agencies and private sectors flew all the way to our country to study 

the Malaysian affordable housing scheme. Being a good corporate citizen, our 

Managing Director Tan Sri Eddy Datuk Chen had volunteered to share MKH’s best 

practices and expertise in this area with the delegates. 

 

Mr. Chong and En. Ahmad Yani were on hand to share MKH’s affordable housing 

schemes including the  current scheme implemented by state and federal 

government, requirements by local council and state government, types of 

affordable homes, construction of affordable houses via conventional and 

Industrial Building System (IBS) methods as well as cost relevancy. 

 

Tanzanian National Housing Corporation, Wtumishi Housing Co Ltd, Tanzanian 

Public Services Pension Fund, Central Bank of Tanzania, National Health Insurance 

Fund and Tanzanian Mortgage Refinance Co Ltd were among the delegates 

participated in this study tour.   

 

At the end of the session, delegates were treated with our local famous ‘satay 

Kajang’. The event ended with an entourage visit to some low and medium cost 

apartments built by MKH.  
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Delegates studying the scheme. 

All of us at MKH felt the deepest condolences to the 

MH370 passengers’ families, crews and friends. 

Our thoughts and prayers are always with them. 

You are out of our sight, but you will never be out of our 

hearts. 

You have a special place in our hearts forever…. 

May the soul of love ones rest in peace. 

#PrayforMH370 
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Get set, Go! Lion Dance performance. 

Kajang Folk Participating in Larian Yu Hua 

2nd March 2014, Kajang – The biggest Jogathon ever! Starting as early at 7am, the registration counter was filled with 

participants clad in yellow t-shirt. In conjunction with the school’s 96th anniversary, this event themed ‘Larian Yu Hua’ was 

organised by SMJK Yu Hua to raise funds to build a new library.  

 

A large crowd of almost 7000 participants joined the ‘Larian Yu Hua’ which was split into 3 categories including male, female 

and veteran open. Our Chairman, Tan Sri Alex Chen, who was also the Chairman of Yu Hua board, had given his full support 

to this fun-filled event though he couldn’t attend due to his busy schedule.  Mr.Ben Chen, Deputy Managing Director of 

MKH Berhad and Mr Lee Heng, Board of Yu Hua flagged off the event at 7:30am.  The atmosphere was great with loud 

cheers from audience and drum beats. Besides the 7km run, other events lined up before the prize giving ceremony were 

a lion dance and 24 Festive Drum teams by the Yu Hua Dragon and Lion Dance Association and marching band. 

 

The event was a total success as it managed to raise RM300,000.00 to construct the new library. The current basic library 

could only accommodate up to 80 students, while the new library is expected to accommodate more than 300 students. 

The cost of constructing the new library is RM4.5 million and the school has collected RM3.5 million thus far.  

 

Larian Yu Hua at SMJK Yu Hua. Mr Ben Chen & Mr Lee Heng flagging off. 



   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deputy Prime Minister giving his speech. Mr. Ben receiving certificate from Deputy Prime 

Minister. 
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Biz Brief 

MKH Still a Diamond in the Rough 

- Condensed from Malaysian Reserve, Friday, January 3, 2014 

 

MKH BHD 

FY SEP 2013A 2014F 2015F 2016F 

TURNOVER (RM mil) 688 773 977 1,271 

NET PROFIT (RM mil) 103 135 190 267 

EPS (sen) 29.6 38.6 54.5 76.6 

PE (x) 9.1 7.0 4.9 3.5 

 

Highlights: 

- Fastest-growing yet cheapest plantation proxy 

- Largest beneficiary of value-enhancing mass rapid transit (MRT) stations in Kajang 

- Multi-year rerating on the horizon, with deep value pro-position at 5x FY15F PE 

- Initiate coverage with ‘Buy’ rating and RM5.40. SOP-derived TP, implying 101% upside 

 

‘Ayah Angkat’ for Two Schools in Kajang 

16th March 2014 – A community program themed “Penglibatan Ibubapa & Komuniti” was organised by Kementerian 

Pendidikan Malaysia at Sekolah Menengah Tinggi Kajang. This thematic programme aimed to help raise awareness of 

current education system among school teachers and parents.   

To ensure the success of this programme, each school was nominated with one “Ayah Angkat”. Our Chairman Tan Sri 

Dato’ Alex Chen and Managing Director Tan Sri Datuk Eddy Chen were nominated as “Ayah Angkat” for each respective 

school namely, SMJK Yu Hua and SK Jalan Semenyih (2).  

In his opening speech, Deputy Prime Minister YAB Tan Sri Dato’ Hj Muhyiddin Yassin urged teachers to be fully alert and 

aware of the current education system in Malaysia.  At the end of the event, he presented certificates of appreciation to 

all “Ayah Angkat”.  

The event was well-attended by school teachers from various schools including parents, government and private bodies.  

 



   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Top 10 Stocks to Watch in 2014 

- Condensed from The Star, Saturday, January 4, 2014 

 

Ranking Company 

1 Gadang Holdings Bhd 

2 Malaysian Resources Corp Bhd 

3 Eco World Development Group Bhd 

4 Daya Materials Bhd 

5 Engtex Group Bhd 

6 Brahim’s Holdings Bhd 

7 MKH Bhd 

8 Scomi Engineering Bhd 

9 Fitters Diversified Bhd 

10 PJ Development Holding Bhd 

 

Rocky Road Ahead For Property Sector 

- Condensed from The Edge, Friday, February 14, 2014 

 

MKH Bhd is one of our top picks given is large exposure to affordable housing and landed residential property in the 

Kajang-Semenyih growth corridor in Selangor (beneficiary of the upcoming MRT) along with strong earnings growth 

potential from rising plantation contribution. 

 

Property 

 Price (RM) Mkt Cap (US$ mil) 

Target Price / 

Fair Value 

(RM) 

Performance (%) 
Rating 

3 mth 12 mth 

MKH 3.85 405 5.40 50.9 127.1 Buy 

E&O 2.02 673 2.65 0.5 33.3 Buy 

Wing Tai Malaysia 

Bhd 
2.16 204 2.65 (12.8) 17.8 Buy 

IOI Property 2.58 2,515 3.00 N/A N/A NR 

Source: HwangDBS Vickers 

 
MKH Proposes Bonus Issue to Boost Trading Liquidity 

- Condensed from The Star, Wednesday, March 12, 2014 

 

MKH has proposed a one-for-five bonus issue of up to 75.67 

million new shares, which is expected to enhance its trading 

liquidity. As at Feb 28, MKH’s issued and paid-up capital 

stood at RM349.25mil comprising 349.25 million shares of 

RM1 each. It also has 29.1 million outstanding warrants, 

which are convertible into 29.1 million new shares. The 

proposed bonus issue shall be capitalised from the 

company’s share premium account and retained earnings 

account. 

MKH Buck Cautious Market  

- Condensed from The Star, Thursday, March 13, 2014 

 

Shares of property-based MKH bucked the overall cautious 

market on as investors were positive about their corporate 

exercises which were also underpinned by their firm 

fundamentals. MKH rose 10 sen to RM4.20 with 998,800 

shares done while its warrants, MKH-WB added 6 sen to 

RM2.27 after it proposed a bonus issue for every five shares 

held. 

 

7. MKH Berhad 

• Catalysts 

o Fast growing, cheap plantation play 

o Under appreciated 

o Beneficiary of MRT connectivity 

o Record unbilled sales buoyed by strong 

demand for affordable housing 

• Risks 

o Heavy focus on Kajang / Semenyih 

development 

o Fluctuation in crude palm oil prices 

o Headwinds in the property market 
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Biz Brief 
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We at MKH Beats love to hear from you. Do write to us on your thoughts 

about the articles featured, share with us on the happenings at work or 

that special occasion, voice out your ideas or opinions for company’s 

growth and to improve our working life, share a joke or two to tickle those 

funny bones or inspires our fellow colleagues with your heart warming 

stories. Whatever it is, don’t just keep it to yourself – tell us! 

 

Grab that pen and write to us or drop us an e-mail. 

E-mail: Corporate_Comm@mkhberhad.com 

 

Corporate Communications Department. 

Quotes 

‘Always bear in mind that your own resolution to 

succeed is more important than any other.’ 

Abraham Lincoln 

 

 

 ‘My formula for living is quite simple. I get up in the 

morning and I go to bed at night. In between, I occupy 

myself as best I can.’ 

Cary Grant 

 

 

‘Happiness is when what you think, what you say, and 

what you do are in harmony.’ 

Mahatma Gandhi 

 

 

‘You are never too old to set another goal or to dream a 

new dream.’ 

C. S. Lewis 

 

 

‘Happiness is not something ready-made. It comes from 

your own actions.’ 

Dalai Lama 
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